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World Winner invests in about fifty international market-leading companies with a contrarian investment approach.
FUND MANAGER'S COMMENTARY

Over the month, the index remained virtually stable, while your
fund progressed +1.1%.
This apparent stability conceals some marked differences and
above all strong levels of sectoral rotation. “Defensive” sectors
(consumer goods, health, etc.) underperformed significantly
over the period.
We have already shared our concerns about these sectors with
you in view of their valuations and we are confirming our
position.
Considering the macroeconomic uncertainties and the low-rate
environment, investors have fled to stocks that are called unduly in our opinion – defensive, offering strong visibility over
their results and returns. These “herd” flows have driven up
their valuations to excessively high levels. Illustrating this, the
highest-yielding US equities are 85% more expensive than their
historical averages!
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Past performance is no guarantee of future performance.

These flows and this trend may continue for some time, but let's
remember that in 2013, after it was announced that the FED
might raise its rates, these securities saw a major
underperformance. What will happen when rates rise again
(which will happen without any doubt, only the timing is
uncertain)?
With our cautious approach, we have continued to avoid these
companies that are too consensual to be undervalued. We are
maintaining our selective approach, looking for companies that
are able to grow in this zero-rate, weak-growth environment.
We are seeing the benefits of this. The market has recognised a
certain number of reports by companies from your portfolio
with strong rises. For instance, G4S, the global market leader for
physical security, has climbed over 20% since reporting its
results and above all the first positive impacts of its new
management team's restructuring drive. Despite this progress,
its share is trading with very reasonable multiples, offering
strong potential for further growth. This example clearly
illustrates our contrarian management method: buying leading
companies that are growing, with very recurrent revenues and
strong free cash flow levels, when they are ignored by the
market and a catalyst is put in place. These “contrarian”
investments offer opportunities for major gains.
Like us, following 35 years of a “bond bull market”, you can rest
assured that the equities market, with liquid, growing assets that
are undervalued and unbelievably unpopular with investors, will
be taking up the torch.

Thierry Flecchia

Arnaud de Grainville
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STATISTICS
EQUITY EXPOSURE
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ACTIVE SHARE
MEDIAN PRICE EARNING
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FUND FACTS AND TERMS
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